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FINAL REPORT — PROJECT TITLE:
Fava Beans and Kale as Potential Spring Nurseries for Insect Natural Enemies to Move to

the Greenhouse

2) The goalp of this project was to see if lady beetles could be collected in the spring from fava beans
and kale plants that have overwinterect in the field and transfer those lady beetles to the
greenhouse for the control of aphids.

3) We farm our own 7 acres and also farm 15 acres next door to us which we lease. We grow
vegetables, herbs, flowers and rye for straw. We have a flock of chickens for egg production. We
have 3, 10x36 foot hoop houses where we raise all of our seedlings and transplants for our entire
farm. Also, our entire farm including the chickens are certified organic.

4) My cooperator was Dr Kim Stoner who guided me and taught me what to do, when to do it and
how to do it, explaining all the reasons why.

5) Most of my work on this project was in the greenhouse. Everyday while performing my own
tasks of seeding and transplanting I maintained the cages of plants with lady beetles . These cages
required watering, removing egg masses, removing cleaned plants (ones on which the lady beetles
ate all of the aphids)and replaced them with other plants that had aphids on them, and replacing
the slice of banana each cage had for supplemental food. It was also important during the heat of
the day to make sure there was adequate moisture in the cages for the lady beetles. At times the
cages were watered 3 to 4 times a day.

In the late winter of Feb 2000 and early spring of Mar/Apr 20001 scouted the field of kale and
fava beans for lady beetles. However the fava beans did not overwinter and what was left of the
kale did not have any lady beetles at all. In March of 2000 cages were set up and we used lady
beetles Kim collected elsewhere (see Kim's report re: cages). In August, 2000 I hand planted
more fava beans in hopes they would overwinter. They sprouted and grew to a height of 8 to 12"
but did not last that winter either,, neither did the kale. In October, 2000 Kim gave me some lady
beetles she had caught and I placed them in my cold cellar and she put hers in the cooler at the
Exp. Station. Mine did not last; conditions in the cold cellar were not suitable for the lady beetles;
the temperature fluctuated too much. In February of 2001, cages were set up again using Kim's
lady beetles; I ordered lady beetles on March 12, 2001 from IPM Labs in New York. They arrived
on March 16'h and we started to use these beetles the following week in the cages. I again scouted
the field in the spring of 2001 for early lady beetles but to no avail. On October 15, 2001 I
collected lady beetles from the side of my house and stored them in my non-frost free refridgerator
in the barn. They stayed very well and are presently (March 2002) living in cages in the
greenhouse producing egg masses.

6) I found out, on our farm at least, kale and fava beans do not overwinter nor do lady beetles arrive
early enough in the spring to be transferred to my greenhouse. However, lady beetles collected
from the side of a building or beetles that are purchased do work perfectly for aphid control in the
greenhouse. Seedlings that would be affected with_ aphids are; peppers, basil and other herbs,
hollyhocks, zinnias, to name a few. After using the lady beetles for egg production, then placing
the eggs throughout the greenhouse produced hundred of larvae that ate the aphids. Results were
amazing. Almost all of my seedlings had no aphids when! moved them outside.

7) The outcome specific to site conditions would be that lady beetles do not appear in this area in
early spring and fava beans and kale do not overwiMer at our farm.
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